DR Retrofit Kit for Portable X-Ray Systems
An affordable and lightweight upgrade kit for your DR System

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE DR UPGRADE KIT

• Will house DR components from ANY make, model and size DR panel, tethered or wireless
• Adds very little weight to your existing SR130 X-Ray machine
• Installation is quick and easy!

Laptop Holding Tray
• Holds the laptop safely and securely to the holding tray
• Tray slides easily on and off the top of the SR130 cart
• Laptop and tray be removed as one unit and carried together in the laptop bag.

Cassette Box Cover
• Constructed of lightweight fiberglass and weighs less than 1lb.
• Fits securely over standard cassette boxes that come with the SR130.
• Protects the Panel Control Unit, Laptop Power Supply, and Surge Protector from the elements.

Removable DR Carrying Case
• Hooks securely to the X-Ray cart when the Cart is being moved in and out of facilities.
• Un-hooks from the X-Ray cart for loading and unloading from the vehicle.
• Protects the panel from damage during transport and from the weather.

800-859-6162
Call for more information and ordering